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SENATE DISTRICT NO.____1______ 

EXHIBIT G 

The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Constitutional Issues_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____37_________ 

Resolution Title _________Article V - Convention of States___________________________ 

 
Be it resolved that the Republican Party of Texas shall reiterate its support of 
an Article V Convention of States by including it as a legislative priority and 
altering plank 37 to read as follows: 

Plank 37. Article 5 Convention of States: The Texas Legislature shall 
indefinitely extend the call for a Convention of States to limit the power and 
jurisdiction of the federal government. 
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EXHIBIT G 

The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Constitutional Issues_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?______N/A_________ 

Resolution Title ________Pre-Born Rights______________________________________ 

 

Be it resolved that we urge the Texas legislature to enact legislation to abolish 
abortion by immediately securing the right to life and equal protection of the 
laws to all preborn children from the moment of fertilization, and to oppose 
legislation that discriminates against any preborn children and violates the US 
Constitution by denying such persons the equal protection of the laws, and to 
adopt e ective tools to ensure the enforcement of our laws to protect life 
when district attorneys fail to do so. 

Be it further resolved that we urge the adoption of this resolution as a platform 
plank and as a legislative priority by the Republican Party of Texas. 
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EXHIBIT G 

The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Constitutional Issues_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?______33___________ 

Resolution Title ___________State Sovereignty______________________________________ 

Be it resolved, that plank 33, as currently articulated: “State Sovereignty: 
Pursuant to Article 1, Section 1 of the Texas Constitution, the federal 
government has impaired our right of local self-government. Therefore, 
federally mandated legislation that infringes upon the 10th Amendment rights 
of Texas shall be ignored, opposed, refused and nullified. Texas retains the 
right to secede from the United States, and the Texas Legislature should be 
called upon to pass a referendum consistent thereto,”, represents an essential 
and unyielding position within our platform, a irming the rights and powers of 
Texas under both the Texas and United States Constitution; and 

Be it further resolved, that retaining plank 33 in the new platform is paramount 
to preserving the foundational principles upon which our state’s governance 
and legislative priorities are established.  

Be it finally resolved, that this resolution endorses the continued inclusion of 
plank 33 State Sovereignty in the platform as a testament to our unwavering 
commitment to state sovereignty, the rights of local self-government, and the 
principles of federalism as defined by the 10th Amendment of the United 
States Constitution.  
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EXHIBIT G 

The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Business, Commerce and Transportation__________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?_____N/A____________ 

Resolution Title _________Opposing Kill Switch Mandate in Biden Infrastructure Bill_______ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that we demand our state and federal lawmakers 
with all haste, to prohibit a government-mandated kill switch or other device 
designed to cease a vehicle’s operation remotely: 

Therefore, be it resolved, that we demand our o icials proceed with urgency 
to protected Americans’ constitutional rights by stopping this federal mandate 
and prohibiting installation of kill switches into American vehicles. 
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EXHIBIT G 

The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Finance____________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?_________________ 

Resolution Title ___________Texas Rural VFD Assistance____________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved that the State Legislature recognize the vital need of the rural 
volunteer fire departments and fully fund the Texas Rural VFD Assistance Program with fire 
districts of population of less than 10,000 to meet the outstanding requests.  
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Education_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____172_____________ 

Resolution Title _____________Obscenity Exemptions_________________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that plank #172 be amended as follows: 

172. Obscenity Exemptions: We call upon the Texas Legislature to abolish the 
educational justification as an a irmative defensive to prosecution for the 
sale, distribution or display of harmful material to minors in Texas Penal Code 
43.24(c) and 43.25(f)(2-3). The State of Texas shall repeal all Texas laws based 
on the fraudulent research by Dr. Alfred Kinsey and prosecute violations of 
Texas Penal Code 43.24 and 43.25 to the fullest extent of the law, e ectively 
stripping school districts sovereign immunity when these o enses occur in an 
educational setting, on school-provided devices or via their educational 
resources. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Education_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title _____Inspector General of Education________________________________ 

 
We implore the Texas Legislature to create an independent O ice of Inspector 
General of Education elected in the general election to investigate fraud, 
waste, abuse, and violations of parental rights and student process rights, and 
to propose and ensure enforcement of Texas laws, including the Texas 
Education Code, Texas Family Code, Texas Penal Code, and other laws where 
they occur in a Texas public school setting. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Education_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title __Resolution for a Repeal of School District Sovereign Immunity__________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved that, the Texas Legislature must, with haste, enact 
repeal of sovereign immunity for school districts and “professional school 
employees” and associated contractors, agents, a iliates, volunteers, 
vendors, and to include those not hired directly by the school when they 
commit sexual or violent crimes against a student. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Education_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title __________Banning Recreational Use of Dangerous Nitrite Inhalants________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that laws be enacted to ban the sale and the 
promotion of amyl nitrate and other alkyl nitrate compounds for sexual 
enhancement or recreational use, and 

Also, be it resolved, that laws be enacted to discourage the use of these forms 
of inhalants by imposing penalties to those who use or provide them for 
purposes of recreational use or sexual enhancement. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title _______Resolution in Support of Vaccine Choice________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved that the Texas Legislature must:  

 Ban all vaccine mandates by all public and private entities, 
 Prevent Texas employers from hiring, promoting, or firing workers or 
volunteers based solely on vaccination status, 
 Prohibit students of any age or field of study from being denied 
educational opportunities based on vaccination status, 
 Prohibit the denial of any public service or benefit based on 
vaccination status,  
 Prohibit the denial of emergency or life-saving medical care based 
on vaccination status,  
 Reject any attempts to mandate, force, or coerce any medical test, 
procedure, or product, including vaccines or masks, on Texans, and 
 Preserve the statutorily protected right of Texas to utilize the Texas 
Exemption from Immunizations for Reasons of Conscience A idavit 
without scrutiny or adverse action. 

Be it further resolved, that the Republican Party of Texas designate these 
issues as a single legislative priority entitled Vaccine Choice.  
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ________Biological Reality on Identity Documents and Legal Records ________ 

 

All state issued IDs, driver’s licenses, public records, historical records, 
academic records, and all other records kept by the state and agencies 
of/within the State of Texas must reflect the person as determined at or near 
the time of birth that is consistent with their DNA. Therefore, the State of Texas 
should amend Texas Family Code 45.101 to prevent the change of sex on all 
legal, vital and historical records to reflect sex that is inconsistent with the 
biological reality of the person as determined at or near birth and consistent 
with their DNA profile. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title __Prioritizing Sex/Not Gender Identity for Strip Searches in County Jails and 
Prison________________________________ 

 

Be it resolved that all jails and prisons in the State of Texas must provide 
same-sex o icers to facilitate strip searches rather than prioritize an o icer’s 
preferred or chosen gender identity to match an inmate to an o icer for the 
strip search. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title __________No Sex Change on Minors_________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, no medical practitioner or provider may engage in 
the following practices on minors: 

o Hormonal therapies that block natural hormones and/or 
introduce or prescribe opposite sex hormones for purpose of 
gender transition, 

o Perform any surgeries for the purpose of aligning with “gender-
identity” or to resolve “gender dysphoria” that remove health 
organs or tissue, 

o Provide surgeries that alter the appearance of a person to have 
sexual characteristics or secondary sexual characteristics of the 
opposite sex. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ___________Child-Like Obscene Devices_______________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that the State of Texas Republican Party should 
adopt a plank on Obscene Devices: 

Plank ###. Obscene Devices. Texas should prohibit the possession, sale, and 
distribution of “child-like sex dolls” which are obscene anatomically correct 
dolls, mannequins, or robots that are used for sexual stimulation or 
gratification and that have the features of, or have features that resemble 
those of, a minor. Texas should prohibit the advertising, promotion, 
distribution, and sale of obscene devices to minors or displayed within 
minor’s reach.  
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title __________Stop Promoting Adult Entertainment to Children______________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that adult entertainers, operators of adult 
entertainment businesses and venues, and adult entertainment businesses 
and venues, and adult entertainment of any kind shall not be part of 
educational or any other programming or event in public schools, libraries, 
Texas National Guard and Texas State Militia facilities or any other taxpayer 
funded program for children.  

Therefore, be it resolved, that the obscenity exception be removed from the 
Texas Penal Code Ann. 43.24 Regarding “Sale, Distribution, or Display of 
Harmful Material to a Minor.” There are no educational, scientific, or 
governmental reasons for exposing children to adult entertainment. 

Be it further resolved, that any library, school, Texas National Guard and Texas 
State Militia or other publicly funded entity hosting programming for children 
including adult entertainers, adult entertainment themes, characters, 
personas, or promoting entertainment that is primarily adult in nature (such 
as drag queen story hour) shall be defunded of tax dollars and cut o  from any 
public endowments. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title _____No Promotion of LGBTQ Behavior and Identities in Public Schools______ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved that laws should be enacted to prohibit  public 
schools from holding, attending, or sponsoring PRIDE rallies, parades, events 
or activities to promote, support, endorse and/or celebrate LGBTQ identities 
or behaviors on or o  campus. These laws should extend to public universities 
to the extent that publicly funded facilities and public funds should not be 
used for such activities at a university receiving public monies. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category (See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ___________Obscene Materials in Public Libraries_______________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved that we urge the Texas Legislature to enact legislation 
to prohibit Obscene Materials from our public libraries being available to 
children/minors.  
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____217_____________ 

Resolution Title _________Abortion is Homicide______________________________________ 

 

Be it resolved that all language promoting regulating abortion like healthcare 
instead of abolishing it as homicide should be removed from the Republican 
Party of Texas platform. This includes the removal of plank 217. 

Be it further resolved that no planks promoting the regulation of abortion as 
healthcare rather than prohibiting it as homicide should be adopted as a 
platform plank or as a legislative priority by the Republican Party of Texas. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ___Resolution to Strengthen Property Rights, Reduce Government Land 
Ownership and Eliminate Onerous Regulation______________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that the state Republican Party of Texas should 
amend the 2024 Republican Party of Texas Platform (State A airs: Land Use 
section) to include the following plank: 

State of Texas should strengthen property rights and the liberties they secure 
by defending the use of our land and restoring local control to promote the 
production of food, fiber, minerals, and energy necessary for a prosperous 
nation by reducing the federal and state ownership of land, reducing the 
restrictions on private landowners, and increase the control we the people 
have over our government. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ____Resolution to Prohibit the Purchase of Agricultural Land by Citizens and 
Entities Associated with Hostile Nations___________________________________________ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that the State of Texas should prohibit the purchase 
of any land by foreign citizens, proxies or entities associated with any country 
deemed hostile to the State of Texas by the Governor of Texas or the Texas 
Legislature, including but not limited to China, North Korea, Iran and Russia.  

The State of Texas shall divest ownership of any land by foreign citizens and 
entities associated with any country prohibited from ownership by this 
resolution. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____State Affairs_________________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____225_____________ 

Resolution Title ____Resolution to Amend Plank 225 in the Platform – Texas Independence___ 

 

Be it resolved that the plank 225 be amended to read as follows: “Texas 
Independence: We urge the Texas Legislature to pass a bill in its next session 
requiring a referendum in the next General Election for the people of Texas to 
determine whether or not the State of Texas should reassert it’s status as an 
independent nation.” And 

Be it further resolved that this amendment to plank 225 underscores the 
ongoing commitment to recognizing the voice of the people of Texas in 
determining their political, cultural, and economic a iliations and future; and 

Be it further resolved that this resolution calls upon the Texas Legislature to 
take timely action in accordance with this amendment, ensuring that the 
question of Texas’ independence is presented to the electorate in a manner 
that allows for a clear and decisive decision making process; and  

Be it further resolved that this resolution be designated as a legislative priority 
for the Republican Party of Texas.  
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Government and Election Integrity_________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ______Resolution to End Tax-payer Funded Institutions with DEI Policies_____ 

 

Be it so resolved, as so-called Diversity, Equity and Inclusion practices 
continue to be revealed in various government institutions. Let us propose to 
end DEI policies in all taxpayer funded institutions, and nongovernmental 
organizations (NGO). This policy is poison in the mindset of the younger 
generations, and a poison to Texas and America. This practice promotes 
diversity hires, which discriminate against white Americans, Asian Americans 
and other racial groups that do not fit within an “oppressed minority” class. 
DEI through a Critical Race Theory (CRT) lens, promotes anti-white racism as 
it argues that white Americans are the reason why discrepancies in GDP per 
capita, education level, wealth and other areas exist between white 
Americans and other racial groups. This deteriorates race relations. DEI poses 
a thread to the unitary stability of Texas and the United States as it goes 
against color blindness and equal protection under the law. It poses a threat 
to future generations of white Americans or any racial group as they are 
antagonized and dehumanized, which can lead to rights being stripped away, 
systematic oppression, and tyranny, as seen throughout history. Let us 
propose to eliminate DEI practices in all taxpayer funded institutions. 
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category (See options above)____Government and Election Integrity_________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____N/A_____________ 

Resolution Title ____Resolution for a Ban on Out-of-State Campaign Contributions______ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved, that the Republican Party of Texas urges the State of 
Texas to pass legislation which bans campaign contributions and 
expenditures that originate from outside the State of Texas including 
individuals, organizations, and political action committees.  
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The following resolutions identified by number and subject Passed as adopted by the 
County/SD Convention. 

The Platform Category Options are: Preamble and Principles; Constitutional Issues; Business, 
Commerce and Transportation; Finance; Education; Health and Human Services; Criminal and 
Civil Justice; State Affairs; Government and Election Integrity; National Defense and Foreign 
Affairs. 

 
Platform Category(See options above)____Government and Election Integrity_________ 

Is this resolution amending a current plank? If so, what number?____232_____________ 

Resolution Title ___Resolution to Prohibit Tax-payer Funded Lobbying in Public Education____ 

 

Therefore, be it resolved that plank 232 be amended to read as follows: We 
implore the Texas State Legislature to enact law that prohibits public school 
districts from spending public funds (1) to hire an individual required to 
register as a lobbyist under Texas Government Code, Chapter 305 for the 
purpose of lobbying a member of the legislature; or (2) to pay a nonprofit state 
association or organization that: (A) primarily represents political 
subdivisions; and (B) hires or contracts with an individual required to register 
as a lobbyist under Chapter 305. 

 

  


